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Liquid 8s 

A 

ABSINTHE ABEHINST bitter liqueur [n -S] 

ABSORBED ABBDEORS ABSORB, to take up or in [v] 

ABSORBER ABBEORRS one that absorbs (to take up or in) [n -S] 

ACELDAMA AAACDELM place of bloodshed [n -S] 

ACETONIC ACCEINOT ACETONE, flammable liquid [adj] 

ACIDEMIA AACDEIIM condition of increased acidity of blood [n -S] 

ACIDOSIS ACDIIOSS abnormal condition of blood [n -SES] 

ACIDOTIC ACCDIIOT ACIDOSIS, abnormal condition of blood [adj] 

ACROLEIN ACEILNOR flammable liquid [n -S] 

ACTINIAN AACIINNT actinia (marine animal) [n -S] 

ADSORBED ABDDEORS ADSORB, to gather on surface in condensed layer [v] 

ADSORBER ABDEORRS one that adsorbs (to gather on surface in condensed layer) [n -S] 

ADVECTED ACDDEETV ADVECT, to convey or transport by flow of fluid [v] 

ADVOCAAT AAACDOTV liqueur consisting of brandy, sugar, and eggs [n -S] 

AFFLUENT AEFFLNTU stream that flows into another [n -S] 

AFFLUXES AEFFLSUX AFFLUX, flowing toward point [n] 

AFFUSION AFFINOSU act of pouring liquid on [n -S] 

ALBACORE AABCELOR marine food fish [n -S] 

ALBICORE ABCEILOR albacore (marine food fish) [n -S] 

ALBUMOSE ABELMOSU proteose (water-soluble protein) [n -S] 

ALEHOUSE AEEHLOSU tavern where ale is sold [n -S] 

ALLUVIAL AAILLLUV soil composed of alluvium (detrital material deposited by running water) [n -S] 

ALLUVION AILLNOUV alluvium (detrital material deposited by running water) [n -S] 

ALLUVIUM AILLMUUV detrital material deposited by running water [n -IA, -S] 

AMARETTO AAEMORTT kind of liqueur [n -S] 

AMPHIBIA AABHIIMP organisms adapted for life both on land and in water [n AMPHIBIA] 

AMPHIOXI AHIIMOPX lancelets (small marine organism) [n AMPHIOXI] 

ANABAENA AAAABENN freshwater alga [n -S] 

ANABASES AAABENSS ANABAS, freshwater fish [n] 

ANABLEPS AABELNPS freshwater fish [n -ES] 

ANEURISM AEIMNRSU aneurysm (abnormal blood-filled dilation of blood vessel) [n -S] 

ANEURYSM AEMNRSUY abnormal blood-filled dilation of blood vessel [n -S] 

ANISETTE AEEINSTT liqueur flavored with aniseed [n -S] 

ANOINTED ADEINNOT ANOINT, to apply oil to as sacred rite [v] 

ANOINTER AEINNORT one that anoints (to apply oil to as sacred rite) [n -S] 

ANOXEMIA AAEIMNOX disorder of blood [n -S]  

ANOXEMIC ACEIMNOX ANOXEMIA, disorder of blood [adj] 

ANTILEAK AAEIKLNT preventing leaks [adj] 

ANVILTOP AILNOPTV anvil-shaped cloud mass [n -S] 

APERITIF AEFIIPRT alcoholic drink taken before meal [n -S] 

APPETITE AEEIPPTT desire for food or drink [n -S] 

AQUAFABA AAAABFQU bean-cooking water [n] 

AQUANAUT AAANQTUU scuba diver trained to live in underwater installations [n -S] 

AQUARIAL AAAILQRU pertaining to aquarium (water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept) [adj] 
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AQUARIAN AAAINQRU member of old sects that used water rather than wine in religious ceremonies [n -S] 

AQUARIST AAIQRSTU one who keeps aquarium (water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept) [n -S] 

AQUARIUM AAIMQRUU water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept [n -IA, -S] 

AQUATICS AACIQSTU AQUATIC, organism living or growing in or near water [n] 

AQUEDUCT ACDEQTUU water conduit [n -S] 

ARGONAUT AAGNORTU marine mollusk [n -S] 

ARIDNESS ADEINRSS aridity (state of being arid (extremely dry)) [n -ES] 

ARMAGNAC AAACGMNR French brandy [n -S] 

ARTERIES AEEIRRST ARTERY, vessel that carries blood away from heart [n] 

ARTESIAN AAEINRST pertaining to type of well [adj] 

ASCIDIAN AACDIINS small marine animal [n -S] 

ATOMISER AEIMORST atomizer (device for atomizing liquids) [n -S] 

ATOMIZER AEIMORTZ device for atomizing liquids [n -S] 

AZOTEMIA AAEIMOTZ  excess of nitrogenous substances in blood [n -S] 

AZOTEMIC ACEIMOTZ AZOTEMIA, excess of nitrogenous substances in blood [adj] 

 

Liquid 8s 

B 

BACALHAU AAABCHLU baccala (codfish (marine food fish)) [n -S] 

BACCHANT AABCCHNT carouser (one that carouses (to engage in carousal (boisterous drinking party))) [n -S, -ES] 

BACKFLOW ABCFKLOW flowing back toward source [n -S] 

BACKRUSH ABCHKRSU seaward return of water from wave [n -ES] 

BACKWASH AABCHKSW to spray water backward [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BALLIEST ABEILLST BALLY, bloody (stained with blood) [adj] 

BANKSIDE ABDEIKNS slope of river bank [n -S] 

BARFLIES ABEFILRS BARFLY, drinker who frequents bars [n] 

BARRIQUE ABEIQRRU wine barrel [n -S] 

BAYFRONT ABFNORTY shoreline of bay (inlet of sea) [n -S] 

BEDEWING BDEEGINW BEDEW, to wet with dew [v] 

BEDLAMER ABDEELMR young harp seal (aquatic mammal) [n -S] 

BEDRENCH BCDEEHNR to drench thoroughly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BEDRIVEL BDEEILRV to cover with saliva [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

BEERIEST BEEEIRST BEERY, affected by beer [adj] 

BEESWING BEEGINSW crust that forms on wines [n -S] 

BEFOGGED BDEEFGGO BEFOG, to envelop in fog [v] 

BELIQUOR  BEILOQRU to soak with liquor [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEMISTED BDEEIMST BEMIST, to envelop in mist [v] 

BEVERAGE ABEEEGRV liquid for drinking [n -S] 

BHEESTIE BEEEHIST bheesty (water carrier) [n -S] 

BIBCOCKS BBCCIKOS BIBCOCK, type of faucet (device for controlling flow of liquid from pipe) [n] 

BIBULOUS BBILOSUU given to drinking [adj] 

BILLYCAN ABCILLNY pot for heating water [n -S] 

BIOWASTE ABEIOSTW waste composed chiefly of organic matter [n -S] 

BIRDBATH ABBDHIRT bath for birds [n -S] 

BISTROIC BCIIORST BISTRO, small tavern (place where liquor is sold to be drunk on premises) [adj] 

BISTROIC BCIIORST BISTRO, small tavern (place where liquor is sold to be drunk on premises) [adj] 
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BLEEDING BDEEGILN act of losing blood [n -S] / BLEED, to lose blood [v] 

BLENNIES BEEILNNS BLENNY, marine fish [n] 

BLONDINE BDEILNNO to bleach hair blond [v -D, -NING, -S] 

BLOODIED BDDEILOO BLOODY, to make bloody [v] 

BLOODIER BDEILOOR BLOODY, stained with blood [adj] 

BLOODIES BDEILOOS BLOODY, to make bloody [v] 

BLOODILY BDILLOOY in bloody (stained with blood) manner [adv] 

BLOODING BDGILNOO BLOOD, to stain with blood (fluid circulated by heart) [v] / fox hunting ceremony [n -S] 

BLOODRED BDDELOOR of color of blood [adj] 

BLOWFISH BFHILOSW marine fish [n -ES] 

BLUEFISH BEFHILSU marine fish [n -ES] 

BLUEHEAD ABDEEHLU marine fish [n -S] 

BLUNGING BGGILNNU BLUNGE, to mix clay with water [v] 

BOARFISH ABFHIORS marine fish [n -ES] 

BOATABLE AABBELOT BOAT, to travel by boat (watercraft) [adj] 

BODYWASH ABDHOSWY liquid product for cleansing body [n -ES] 

BOGGIEST BEGGIOST BOGGY, marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj] 

BOILABLE ABBEILLO BOIL, to vaporize liquid [adj] 

BOILOVER BEILOORV overflowing while boiling [n -S] 

BONEFISH BEFHINOS slender marine fish [n -ES] 

BONITOES BEINOOST BONITO, marine food fish [n] 

BOOZIEST BEIOOSTZ BOOZY, drunken (drunk (intoxicated)) [adj] 

BORDEAUX ABDEORUX red or white wine [n BORDEAUX] 

BOTTLING BGILNOTT bottled beverage [n -S] 

BRANCHIA AABCHINR respiratory organ of aquatic animals [n -E] 

BRANDIED ABDDEINR BRANDY, to mix with brandy (liquor) [v] 

BRANDIES ABDEINSR BRANDY, to mix with brandy (liquor) [v] 

BRANNING ABGINNNR BRAN, to soak in water mixed with bran (outer coat of cereals) [v] 

BRIMFULL BFILLMRU brimful (ready to overflow) [adj] 

BRIMMING BGIIMMNR BRIM, to fill to top [v] 

BROACHED ABCDEHOR BROACH, to pierce so as to withdraw liquid [v] 

BROACHER ABCEHORR one that broaches (to pierce so as to withdraw liquid) [n -S] 

BROACHES ABCEHORS BROACH, to pierce so as to withdraw liquid [v] 

BROOKLET BEKLOORT small brook or creek [n -S] 

BRYOZOAN ABNOORYZ type of small aquatic animal [n -S] 

BUBBLIES BBBEILSU BUBBLY, champagne [n] 

BUBBLING BBBGILNU BUBBLE, to form bubbles (bodies of gas contained within liquid) [v] 

BULKIEST BEIKLSTU BULKY, massive (of considerable size) [adj] 

BULLHEAD ABDEHLLU freshwater catfish [n -S] 

BULLPOUT BLLOPTUU bullhead (freshwater catfish) [n -S] 

BULLSHOT BHLLOSTU drink made of vodka and bouillon [n -S] 

BURBLING BBGILNRU breaking up of airflow into turbulence [n -S] 

BURGUNDY BDGNRUUY red wine [n -DIES] 

 

Liquid 8s 

C 
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CABERNET ABCEENRT dry red wine [n -S] 

CALVADOS AACDLOSV dry apple brandy [n -ES] 

CAMPHENE ACEEHMNP camphine (explosive liquid) [n -S] 

CAMPHINE ACEHIMNP explosive liquid [n -S] 

CANALING AACGILNN CANAL, to dig artificial waterway through [v] 

CANALISE AACEILNS to canalize (to canal (to dig artificial waterway through)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CANALIZE AACEILNZ to canal (to dig artificial waterway through) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CANALLED AACDELLN CANAL, to dig artificial waterway through [v] 

CANTHARI AACHINRT two-handled drinking cups [n] 

CAPSICIN ACCIINPS liquid used as flavoring [n -S] 

CARANGID AACDGINR marine fish [n -S] 

CARBINOL ABCILNOR alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

CAROUSAL AACLORSU boisterous drinking party [n -S] 

CATARACT AAACCRTT tremendous waterfall [n -S] 

CATHETER ACEEHRTT medical instrument [n -S] 

CAULKING ACGIKLNU CAULK, to make seams of ship watertight [v] 

CELLARET ACEELLRT cabinet for wine bottles [n -S] 

CETACEAN AACCEENT aquatic mammal [n -S] 

CHALICED ACCDEHIL CHALICE, drinking cup [adj] 

CHAMPERS ACEHMPRS champagne [n] 

CHIMAERA AACEHIMR marine fish [n -S] 

CHOPPIER CEHIOPPR CHOPPY, full of short, rough waves [adj] 

CHOPPILY CHILOPPY CHOPPY, full of short, rough waves [adv] 

CHRESARD ACDEHRRS available water of soil [n -S] 

CHUBASCO ABCCHOSU violent thunderstorm [n -S] 

CHUGALUG ACGGHLUU to drink without pause [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

CISTERNA ACEINRST fluid-containing sac [n -E] 

CLAMWORM ACLMMORW marine worm [n -S] 

CLIMATAL AACILLMT CLIMATE, weather conditions characteristic of area [adj] 

CLIMATIC ACCIILMT CLIMATE, weather conditions characteristic of area [adj] 

COCKTAIL ACCIKLOT to drink alcoholic beverages [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COHOBATE ABCEHOOT to distill again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

COLANDER ACDELNOR kitchen utensil for draining off liquids [n -S] 

COLOGNED CDEGLNOO COLOGNE, scented liquid [adj] 

COMATULA AACLMOTU marine animal [n -E] 

CONDENSE CDEENNOS to compress (to compact (to pack closely together)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CONENOSE CEENNOOS bloodsucking insect [n -S] 

CONFERVA ACEFNORV freshwater alga [n -E, -S] 

CONTRAIL ACILNORT visible trail of water vapor from aircraft [n -S] 

COPREMIA ACEIMOPR form of blood poisoning [n -S] 

COPREMIC CCEIMOPR COPREMIA, form of blood poisoning [adj] 

CORONARY ACNOORRY artery supplying blood to heart [n -RIES] 

CORRETTO CEOORRTT espresso mixed with brandy or liqueur [n -S] 

CRUDDING CDDGINRU CRUD, to curd (to curdle (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid))) [v] 

CURDLING CDGILNRU CURDLE, to congeal (to change from fluid to solid) [v] 

CUSPIDOR CDIOPRSU spittoon (receptacle for saliva) [n -S] 
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CUTWATER ACERTTUW front part of ship's prow [n -S] 

CYPRINID CDIINPRY small freshwater fish [n -S] 

 

Liquid 8s 

D 

DAIQUIRI ADIIIQRU cocktail [n -S] 

DAIRYING ADGIINRY business of dairy (establishment dealing in milk products) [n -S] 

DAIRYMAN AADIMNRY man who works or owns dairy (establishment dealing in milk products) [n -MEN] 

DAMPENED ADDEEMNP DAMPEN, to moisten (to make slightly wet) [v]  

DAMPENER ADEEMNPR one that dampens (to moisten (to make slightly wet) [n -S] 

DAMPNESS ADEMNPSS state of being damp (moist (slightly wet)) [n -ES] 

DANKNESS ADEKNNSS state of being dank (unpleasantly damp) [n -ES] 

DEALFISH ADEFHILS marine fish [n -ES] 

DECOCTED CCDDEEOT DECOCT, extract flavor of by boiling [v] 

DEFOGGED DDEEFGGO DEFOG, to remove fog from [v] 

DEFUELED DDEEEFLU DEFUEL, to remove fuel (liquid) from [v] 

DELUGING DEGGILNU DELUGE, to flood (to inundate (to overwhelm with water)) [v] 

DEMERSAL ADEELMRS found at bottom of sea [adj] 

DEMISTED DDEEIMST DEMIST, to defog (to remove fog (condensed water vapor) from [v] 

DEMISTER DEEIMRST one that defogs (to remove fog (condensed water vapor) from [n -S] 

DENDROID DDDEINOR fossil marine invertebrate [n -S] 

DESORBED BDDEEORS DESORB, to remove by reverse of absorption [v] 

DESORBER BDEEORRS one that desorbs (to remove by reverse absorption) [n -S] 

DEWINESS DEEINSSW state of being dewy (moist with dew) [n -ES] 

DIALYSIS ADIILSSY separation of substances in solution by diffusion through membrane [n -SES] 

DIALYTIC ACDIILTY pertaining to dialysis (separation of substances in solution by diffusion through membrane) [adj] 

DIARRHEA AADEHIRR intestinal disorder [n -S] 

DIBBLING BBDGIILN DIBBLE, to dib (to fish by letting bait bob lightly on water) [v] 

DIGESTIF DEFGIIST alcoholic drink taken after meal [n -S] 

DILUVIAL ADIILLUV pertaining to flood [adj] 

DILUVIAN ADIILNUV diluvial (pertaining to flood) [adj] 

DIPPABLE ABDEILPP capable of being dipped (to immerse briefly) [adj] 

DISSOLVE DEILOSSV to make into solution [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DIURESIS DEIIRSSU excessive discharge of urine (liquid containing body wastes) [n -SES] 

DIURETIC CDEIIRTU drug which increases urinary (liquid containing body wastes) discharge [n -S] 

DOLCETTO CDELOOTT red wine of Italy [n -S] 

DOUCHING CDGHINOU cleansing with jet of water [n -S] / DOUCHE, to cleanse with jet of water [v] 

DOWNPIPE DEINOPPW pipe for draining water from roof [n -S] 

DOWNPOUR DNOOPRUW heavy rain [n -S] 

DRAFFIER ADEFFIRR DRAFFY, damp remains of malt after brewing [adj] 

DRAGONET ADEGNORT marine fish [n -S] 

DRAINAGE AADEGINR act of draining (to draw off liquid) [n -S] 

DRAINING ADGIINNR DRAIN, to draw off liquid [v] 

DRAMMING ADGIMMNR DRAM, to tipple (to drink alcoholic beverages) [v] 

DRAMMOCK ACDKMMOR raw oatmeal mixed with cold water [n -S] 

DRAMSHOP ADHMOPRS barroom (room where liquor is sold) [n -S] 
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DRAWDOWN ADDNORWW lowering of water level [n -S] 

DRENCHED CDDEEHNR DRENCH, to wet thoroughly [v] 

DRENCHER CDEEHNRR one that drenches (to wet thoroughly) [n -S] 

DRENCHES CDEEHNRS DRENCH, to wet thoroughly [v] 

DRIBBLER BBDEILRR one that dribbles (to drivel (to let saliva flow from mouth)) [n -S] 

DRIBBLET BBDEILRT driblet (small drop of liquid) [n -S] 

DRIFTAGE ADEFGIRT act of drifting (to move along in current) [n -S] 

DRIFTING DFGIINRT DRIFT, to move along in current [v] 

DRINKING DGIIKNNR DRINK, to swallow liquid [v] 

DRIPPIER DEIIPPRR DRIPPY, very wet [adj] 

DRIPPILY DIILPPRY DRIPPY, very wet [adv] 

DRIPPING DGIINPPR juice drawn from meat during cooking [n -S] 

DRIVELED DDEEILRV DRIVEL, to let saliva flow from mouth [v] 

DRIVELER DEEILRRV one that drivels (to let saliva flow from mouth) [n -S] 

DROOLING DGILNOOR DROOL, to drivel (to let saliva flow from mouth) [v] 

DROPSIED DDEIOPRS DROPSY, excessive accumulation of serous fluid [adj] 

DROPSIES DEIOPRSS DROPSY, excessive accumulation of serous fluid [n] 

DROUGHTY DGHORTUY dry (having no moisture) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

DROUKING DGIKNORU DROUK, to drench (to wet thoroughly) [v] 

DROWNDED DDDENORW DROWND, to drown (to suffocate in water) [v] 

DROWNING DGINNORW DROWN, to suffocate in water [v] 

DRUNKARD ADDKNRRU one who is habitually drunk [n -S] 

DRUNKEST DEKNRSTU DRUNK, intoxicated [adj] 

DRUNKISH DHIKNRSU somewhat drunk [adj] 

DUCKBILL BCDIKLLU platypus (aquatic mammal) [n -S] 

DUCKWEED CDDEEKUW aquatic plant [n -S] 

 

Liquid 8s 

E 

ECHINOID CDEHIINO spiny marine animal [n -S] 

EELGRASS AEEGLRSS aquatic plant [n -ES] 

EFFLUENT EEFFLNTU outflow [n -S] 

EFFLUXES EEFFLSUX EFFLUX, outflow [n] 

EMBAYING ABEGIMNY EMBAY, to enclose in bay [v] 

EMBOLISM BEILMMOS obstruction of blood vessel by embolus [n -S] 

EMERGENT EEEGMNRT type of aquatic plant [n -S] 

EMPTINGS EGIMNPST emptins (liquid leavening) [n -S ] 

EMULSIFY EFILMSUY to make into emulsion (type of liquid mixture) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

EMULSION EILMNOSU  type of liquid mixture [n -S] 

EMULSIVE EEILMSUV EMULSION, type of liquid mixture [adj] 

EMULSOID DEILMOSU liquid dispersed in another liquid [n -S] 

ENDERMIC CDEEIMNR acting by absorption through skin [adj] 

ENDOSMOS DEMNOOSS form of osmosis (form of diffusion of liquid through membrane) [n -ES] 

ENOPHILE EEHILNOP oenophile (lover or connoisseur of wine) [n -S] 

ERODABLE ABDEELOR erosible (capable of being eroded (to wear away by constant friction)) [adj] 

ERODIBLE BDEEILOR erosible (capable of being eroded (to wear away by constant friction)) [adj] 
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EROSIBLE BEEILORS capable of being eroded (to wear away by constant friction) [adj] 

ESPRESSO EEOPRSSS strong coffee [n -S] 

ETHERIFY EEFHIRTY to convert into ether (volatile liquid used as anesthetic) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

ETHERISE EEEHIRST etherize (to treat with ether (volatile liquid used as anesthetic) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ETHERISH EEHHIRST resembling ether (volatile liquid used as anesthetic) [adj] 

ETHERIZE EEEHIRTZ  to treat with ether (volatile liquid used as anesthetic) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EUGLENID DEEGILNU euglena (freshwater protozoan) [n -S] 

EULACHAN AACEHLNU eulachon (marine food fish) [n -S] 

EULACHON ACEHLNOU marine food fish [n -S] 

EUPHOTIC CEHIOPTU pertaining to upper layer of body of water [adj] 

EURYBATH ABEHRTUY organism that can live in wide range of water depths [n -S] 

EUSTATIC ACEISTTU eustacy (worldwide change in sea level) [adj] 

EUTECTIC CCEEITTU alloy that has lowest possible melting point [n -S] 

EXCRETAL ACEELRTX EXCRETA, excreted matter [adj] 

EXOSMOSE EEMOOSSX form of osmosis (form of diffusion of liquid through membrane) [n -S] 

EXPRESSO EEOPRSSX espresso (strong coffee) [n -S] 

EYEDROPS DEEOPRSY medicated solution for eyes applied in drops [n EYEDROPS] 

EYEWATER AEEERTWY eyewash (eye lotion) [n -S] 

 

Liquid 8s 

F 

FALLFISH AFFHILLS freshwater fish [n -ES] 

FAMILIAL AAFIILLM pertaining to family (group of persons related by blood or marriage) [adj] 

FAMILIES AEFIILMS FAMILY, group of persons related by blood or marriage [n] 

FAUCETRY ACEFRTUY array of faucets (device from controlling liquid from pipe) [n -RIES] 

FENNIEST EEFINNST FENNY, marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj] 

FIASCOES ACEFIOSS FIASCO, wine bottle [n] 

FILEFISH EFFHIILS marine fish [n -ES] 

FIREPLUG EFGILPRU hydrant (outlet from water main) [n -S] 

FISHBOAT ABFHIOST watercraft used for fishing [n -S] 

FISHPOND DFHINOPS pond abounding in edible fish [n -S] 

FLASHING AFGHILNS sheet metal used in waterproofing roof [n -S] 

FLATFISH AFFHILST any of order of marine fishes [n -ES] 

FLATHEAD AADEFHLT marine food fish [n -S] 

FLOATAGE AAEFGLOT flotage (act of floating (to rest or remain on surface of liquid)) [n -S] 

FLOATING AFGILNOT FLOAT, to rest or remain on surface of liquid [v] 

FLOCCING CCFGILNO FLOC, to aggregate into floccules (tuft-like mass) [v] 

FLOCCULI CCFILLOU small, loosely aggregated masses [n FLOCCULI] 

FLOODING DFGILNOO filling with fluid to excess [n -S] / FLOOD, to inundate (to overwhelm with water) [v] 

FLOODWAY ADFLOOWY overflow channel [n -S] 

FLOWABLE ABEFLLOW FLOW, to move steadily and smoothly along [adj] 

FLUERICS CEFILRSU fluidics (branch of mechanical engineering) [n FLUERICS] 

FLUIDICS CDFIILSU branch of mechanical engineering [n FLUIDICS] 

FLUIDISE DEFIILSU to fluidize (to cause to flow like fluid) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

FLUIDITY DFIILTUY quality of being able to flow [n -TIES] 

FLUIDIZE DEFIILUZ to cause to flow like fluid [v -D, -ZING, -S] 
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FLUIDRAM ADFILMRU unit of liquid capacity [n -S] 

FOAMABLE AABEFLMO FOAM, to form foam (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass) [adj] 

FOAMIEST AEFIMOST FOAMY, covered in foam (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass) [adj] 

FOAMLESS AEFLMOSS being without foam (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass) [adj] 

FOAMLIKE AEFIKLMO resembling foam (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass) [adj] 

FOGBOUND BDFGNOOU surrounded by fog [adj] 

FOGGIEST EFGGIOST FOGGY, filled with fog [adj] 

FOOLFISH FFHILOOS marine fish [n -ES] 

FORDABLE ABDEFLOR FORD, to cross by wading [adj] 

FORDLESS DEFLORSS unable to be forded [adj] 

FOREMILK EFIKLMOR milk secreted immediately after childbirth [n -S] 

FORMALIN AFILMNOR aqueous solution of formaldehyde [n -S] 

FOUNTAIN AFINNOTU to flow like fountain (spring of water) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FRACKING ACFGIKNR injection of fluid into shale beds in order to free up petroleum reserves [n -S] 

FRASCATI AACFIRST Italian white wine [n -S] 

FROGFISH FFGHIORS marine fish [n -ES] 

FROTHIER EFHIORRT FROTHY, foamy (covered with foam) [adj] 

FROTHILY FHILORTY FROTHY, foamy (covered with foam) [adv] 

FROTHING FGHINORT FROTH, to foam (to form foam (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass)) [v] / layer of foam in liquid or solid [n -S] 

FROZENLY EFLNORYZ FROZEN, very cold [adv] 

FUELLING EFGILLNU FUEL, to provide with fuel (material used to produce energy) [v] 

FURFURAN AFFNRRUU furan (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

 

Liquid 8s 

G 

GANYMEDE ADEEGMNY youth who serves liquors [n -S] 

GASKETED ADEEGKST GASKET, packing for making something fluid-tight [adj] 

GASOGENE AEEGGNOS gazogene (apparatus for carbonating liquids) [n -S] 

GASOLENE AEEGLNOS gasoline (liquid fuel) [n -S] 

GASOLINE AEGILNOS liquid fuel [n -S] 

GAZOGENE AEEGGNOZ apparatus for carbonating liquids [n -S] 

GEEPOUND DEEGNOPU unit of mass [n -S] 

GEYSERED DEEEGRSY GEYSER, to eject jets of hot water and steam [v] 

GILTHEAD ADEGHILT marine fish [n -S] 

GINNIEST EGIINNST GINNY, affected with gin (strong liquor) [adj] 

GLASSFUL AFGLLSSU as much as drinking glass will hold [n -S] 

GLEETIER EEEGILRT GLEETY, resembling mucus (viscid bodily fluid) [adj] 

GLEETING EEGGILNT GLEET, to discharge mucus from urethra [v] 

GLUHWEIN EGHILNUW wine flavored with spices [n -S] 

GLUHWEIN EGHILNUW wine flavored with spices [n -S] 

GLUTCHED CDEGHLTU GLUTCH, to drink or swallow [v] 

GLUTCHES CEGHLSTU GLUTCH, to drink or swallow [v] 

GLYCEMIA ACEGILMY presence of glucose in blood [n -S] 

GLYCEMIC CCEGILMY GLYCEMIA, presence of glucose in blood [adj] 

GLYCOLIC CCGILLOY GLYCOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [adj] 

GOLDFISH DFGHILOS freshwater fish [n -ES] 
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GOREFEST EEFGORST movie featuring much bloodshed [n -S] 

GORINESS EGINORSS state of being gory (bloody) [n -ES] 

GROGGERY EGGGORRY barroom (room where liquor is sold) [n -RIES] 

GROGSHOP GGHOOPRS groggery (barroom (room where liquor is sold) [n -S] 

GUGGLING GGGGILNU GUGGLE, to gurgle (to flow with bubbling sounds) [v] 

GULFIEST EFGILSTU GULFY, full of whirlpools [adj] 

GULLYING GGILLNUY GULLY, to form ravines by action of water [v] 

GURGLING GGGILNRU GURGLE, to flow with bubbling sounds [v] 

GUTTERED DEEGRTTU GUTTER, to form channels for draining off water [v] 

GUZZLING GGILNUZZ GUZZLE, to drink rapidly [v] 

 

Liquid 8s 

H 

HAEMATAL AAAEHLMT hemal (pertaining to blood) [adj] 

HAEMATIC AACEHIMT hematic (medicine for blood disease) [n -S] 

HALAZONE AAEHLNOZ disinfectant for drinking water [n -S] 

HALFBEAK AABEFHKL marine fish [n -S] 

HANGOVER AEGHNORV physical effects following drinking binge [n -S] 

HATTERIA AAEHIRTT reptile (any of class of cold-blooded, air-breathing vertebrates) [n -S] 

HEADFISH ADEFHHIS marine fish [n -ES] 

HEADGATE AADEEGHT gate to control flow of water [n -S] 

HEADGATE AADEEGHT gate to control flow of water [n -S] 

HEADPOND ADDEHNOP pond created behind dam [n -S] 

HEADRACE AACDEEHR water channel [n -S] 

HEMATOID ADEHIMOT resembling blood [adj] 

HEMATOMA AAEGMMOT swelling filled with blood [n -S, -TA] 

HIDROSIS DHIIORSS normal perspiration [n -SES] 

HIDROTIC CDHIIORT drug that induces perspiration [n -S] 

HINDMILK DHIIKLMN breast milk exuded after first part of feeding [n -S] 

HOMEBREW BEEHMORW alcoholic beverage made at home [n -S] 

HOOTCHES CEHHOOST HOOTCH, hooch (cheap whiskey) [n] 

HORNWORT HNOORRTW aquatic herb [n -S] 

HOTBLOOD BDHLOOOT thoroughbred horse [n -S] 

HUMIDIFY DFHIIMUY to make humid (moisture of air) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

HUMIDITY DHIIMTUY moisture of air [n -TIES] 

HUMITURE EHIMRTUU combined measurement of temperature and humidity (moisture of air) [n -S] 

HYDRAGOG ADGGHORY purgative causing watery discharges [n -S] 

HYDRATOR ADHORRTY one that hydrates (to combine with water) [n -S] 

HYDRILLA ADHILLRY aquatic Asian plant [n -S] 

HYDROMEL DEHLMORY mixture of honey and water [n -S] 

HYDRONIC CDHINORY pertaining to heating and cooling by water [adj] 

HYDROSOL DHLOORSY aqueous solution of colloid [n -S] 

HYPHEMIA AEHHIMPY deficiency of blood [n -S] 

 

Liquid 8s 

I 
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ICEKHANA AACEHIKN automotive event held on frozen lake [n -S] 

ICHOROUS CHIOORSU ICHOR, watery discharge from wound [adj] 

IMBIBING BBGIIIMN IMBIBE, to drink (to swallow liquid) [v] 

INFLUENT EFILNNTU tributary [n -S] 

INFLUXES EFILNSUX INFLUX, flowing in [n] 

INJECTED CDEEIJNT INJECT, to force fluid into [v] 

INJECTOR CEIJNORT one that injects (to force fluid into) [n -S] 

INKSTONE EIKNNOST stone on which dry ink and water are mixed [n -S] 

INUNDANT ADINNNTU inundating (to overwhelm with water) [adj] 

INUNDATE ADEINNTU to overwhelm with water [v -D, -TING, -S] 

IRRIGATE AEGIIRRT to supply with water by artificial means [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ISCHEMIA ACEHIIMS type of anemia (disorder of blood) [n -S] 

ISCHEMIC CCEHIIMS ISCHEMIA, type of anemia (disorder of blood) [adj] 

ISLANDED ADDEILNS ISLAND, to make into island (land area entirely surrounded by water) [v] 

ISOPRENE EEINOPRS volatile liquid [n -S] 

 

Liquid 8s 

J 

JACKROLL ACJKLLOR to rob drunken or sleeping person [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

JEROBOAM ABEJMOOR wine bottle [n -S] 

 

Liquid 8s 

K 

KINGFISH FGHIIKNS marine food fish [n -ES] 

KINSFOLK FIKKLNOS kinfolk (relatives (one who is connected with another by blood or marriage)) [n KINSFOLK] 

KIRSCHES CEHIKRSS KIRSCH, kind of brandy [n] 

KOUMISES EIKMOSSU KOUMIS, koumiss (beverage made from camel's milk) [n] 

KOUMYSES EKMOSSUY KOUMYS, koumiss (beverage made from camel's milk) [n] 

KUMISSES EIKMSSSU KUMISS, koumiss (beverage made from camel's milk) [n] 

KYMOGRAM AGKMMORY record of fluid pressure [n -S] 

 

Liquid 8s 

L 

LACTEOUS ACELOSTU resembling milk [adj] 

LADYFISH ADFHILSY bonefish (slender marine fish) [n -ES] 

LAGOONAL AAGLLNOO LAGOON, shallow body of water [adj] 

LAKEFILL AEFIKLLL area of land built by filling lake [n -S] 

LAKEHEAD AADEEHKL shore of lake farthest from outlet [n -S] 

LAKELAND AADEKLLN area with many lakes [n -S] 

LAKELIKE AEEIKKLL LAKE, sizable inland body of water [adj] 

LAKEPORT AEKLOPRT city located on shore of lake [n -S] 

LAKESIDE ADEEIKLS land along edge of lake [n -S] 

LAKEVIEW AEEIKLVW overlooking lake (sizable inland body of water) [adj] 

LAKEWARD AADEKLRW facing lake (sizable inland body of water) [adj] 

LANCELET ACEELLNT small marine organism [n -S] 

LANDFAST AADFLNST attached to shore -- used of ice [adj] 
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LANDWASH AADHLNSW shore area between high-water mark and sea [n -ES] 

LAPPERED ADEELPPR LAPPER, to lopper (to curdle (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid))) [v] 

LEACHATE AACEEHLT solution obtained by leaching [n -S] 

LEACHIER ACEEHILR LEACHY, porous (having minute openings) [adj] 

LEACHING ACEGHILN LEACH, to subject to filtering action of liquid [v] 

LEADSMAN AADELMNS seaman who measures depth of water [n -MEN] 

LEAKIEST AEEIKLST LEAKY, tending to leak [adj] 

LEAKLESS AEEKLLSS designed not to leak [adj] 

LECHAYIM ACEHILMY lehayim (traditional Jewish toast) [n -S] 

LEMONADE ADEELMNO beverage (liquid for drinking) [n -S] 

LEUCEMIA ACEEILMU leukemia (disease of blood-forming organs) [n -S]  

LEUCEMIC CCEEILMU LEUCEMIA, leukemia (disease of blood-forming organs) [adj] 

LEUCOSIS CEILOSSU leukosis (leukemia (disease of blood-forming organs)) [n -SES] 

LEUKEMIA AEEIKLMU disease of blood-forming organs [n -S] 

LEUKOSIS EIKLOSSU leukemia (disease of blood-forming organs) [n -SES]  

LEUKOTIC CEIKLOTU LEUKOSIS, leukemia (disease of blood-forming organs) [adj] 

LEWISITE EEIILSTW vesicant liquid [n -S] 

LIBATION ABIILNOT ceremonial pouring of liquid [n -S] 

LIGROINE EGIILNOR ligroin (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

LIMEWASH AEHILMSW mixture of lime and water for coating walls [n -ES] 

LIMINESS EIILMNSS state of being limy (resembling or containing lime (mineral)) [n -ES] 

LIMNETIC CEIILMNT pertaining to open water of lake or pond [adj] 

LINIMENT EIILMNNT medicinal liquid [n -S] 

LIQUIDLY DIILLQUY in free-flowing manner [adv] 

LIQUORED DEILOQRU LIQUOR, to intoxicate with liquor (alcoholic beverage) [v] 

LITHEMIA AEHIILMT excess of uric acid in blood [n -S] 

LITHEMIC CEHIILMT LITHEMIA, excess of uric acid in blood [adj] 

LITTORAL AILLORTT coastal region [n -S] 

LIVEWELL EEILLLVW container of water in boat for keeping fish alive [n -S] 

LIXIVIAL AIIILLVX LIXIVIUM, solution obtained by leaching [adj] 

LIXIVIUM IIILMUVX solution obtained by leaching [n -IA, -S] 

LONGNECK CEGKLNNO beer bottle with long neck [n -S] 

LOOKDOWN DKLNOOOW marine fish [n -S] 

LOPPERED DEELOPPR LOPPER, to curdle (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid)) [v] 

LUMPFISH FHILMPSU  marine fish [n -ES] 

LYMPHOID DHILMOPY LYMPH, body fluid containing white blood cells [adj] 

LYMPHOUS HLMOPSUY LYMPH, body fluid containing white blood cells [adj] 

 

Liquid 8s 

M 

MACERATE AACEEMRT to soften by soaking in liquid [v -D, -TING, -S] 

MACKEREL ACEEKLMR marine food fish [n -S] 

MAGMATIC AACGIMMT MAGMA, molten matter from which igneous rock is formed [adj] 

MALVASIA AAAILMSV malmsey (white wine) [n -S] 

MAMMATUS AAMMMSTU type of cloud [n -TI] 

MANATOID AADIMNOT MANATEE, aquatic mammal [adj] 
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MANNITIC ACIIMNNT MANNITE, mannitol (alcohol (flammable liquid)) [adj] 

MANNITOL AILMNNOT alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

MARINADE AADEIMNR to marinate (to soak in seasoned liquid before cooking) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

MARINATE AAEIMNRT to soak in seasoned liquid before cooking [v -D, -TING, -S] 

MARISHES AEHIMRSS MARISH, marsh (tract of low, wet land) [n] 

MARSHIER AEHIMRRS MARSHY, resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land) [adj] 

MAUSIEST AEIMSSTU MAUSY, mauzy (foggy, misty) [adj] 

MAUZIEST AEIMSTUZ MAUZY, foggy, misty [adj] 

MELLIFIC CEFIILLM producing honey [adj] 

MELTABLE ABEELLMT MELT, to change from solid to liquid state by heat [adj] 

MENHADEN ADEEHMNN marine fish [n -S] 

MENSTRUA AEMNRSTU solvents (substance capable of dissolving others) [n MENSTRUA] 

MENTHENE EEEHMNNT liquid hydrocarbon [n -S] 

MERCURIC CCEIMRRU MERCURY, metallic element [adj] 

MESOSAUR AEMORSSU extinct aquatic reptile [n -S] 

METHYLAL AEHLLMTY flammable liquid [n -S] 

MIASMATA AAAIMMST MIASMA, noxious vapor [n] 

MIDWATER ADEIMRTW middle portion vertically of body of water [n -S] 

MILKFISH FHIIKLMS marine food fish [n -ES] 

MILKIEST EIIKLMST MILKY, resembling or suggestive of milk [adj] 

MILKLESS EIKLLMSS lacking milk [adj] 

MILKMAID ADIIKLMM woman who milks cows [n -S] 

MILKSHED DEHIKLMS region supplying milk to particular community [n -S] 

MILLPOND DILLMNOP pond for supplying water to run mill wheel (type of waterwheel) [n -S] 

MILLRACE ACEILLMR current of water that drives mill wheel [n -S] 

MIRINESS EIIMNRSS state of being miry (swampy (marshy (resembling marsh))) [n -ES] 

MIXOLOGY GILMOOXY art of making mixed drinks [n -GIES] 

MIZZLIER EIILMRZZ MIZZLY, characterized by fine rain [adj] 

MIZZLING GIILMNZZ MIZZLE, to rain in fine droplets [v] 

MOCKTAIL ACIKLMOT cocktail with no alcohol [n -S] 

MOISTEST EIMOSSTT MOIST, slightly wet [adj] 

MOISTFUL FILMOSTU moist (slightly wet) [adj] 

MOISTURE EIMORSTU condensed or diffused liquid [n -S] 

MOLARITY AILMORTY number of moles of solute per liter of solution [n -TIES] 

MOLTENLY ELLMNOTY MOLTEN, made liquid by heat [adv] 

MONKFISH FHIKMNOS marine fish [n -ES] 

MONOKINE EIKMNNOO substance secreted by white blood cells [n -S] 

MONTEITH EHIMNOTT large punch bowl [n -S] 

MOONFISH FHIMNOOS marine fish [n -ES] 

MOORIEST EIMOORST MOORY, marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj] 

MOORLAND ADLMNOOR tract of marshy land [n -S] 

MORASSES AEMORSSS MORASS, marsh (tract of low, wet land) [n] 

MOUSSEUX EMOSSUUX sparkling wine [n MOUSSEUX] 

MUDSLIDE DDEILMSU mudflow down slope [n -S] 

MUSCADEL ACDELMSU muscatel (wine made from muscat grapes) [n -S] 

MUSCADET ACDEMSTU dry white French wine [n -S] 
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MUSCATEL ACELMSTU wine made from muscat grapes [n -S] 

MUSQUASH AHMQSSUU muskrat (aquatic rodent) [n -ES] 

MUTCHKIN CHIKMNTU Scottish unit of liquid measure [n -S] 

 

Liquid 8s 

N 

NARGHILE AEGHILNR hookah (water pipe) [n -S] 

NARGILEH AEGHILNR narghile (hookah (water pipe)) [n -S] 

NARWHALE AAEHLNRW narwhal (arctic aquatic mammal) [n -S] 

NATATION AAINNOTT act of swimming (to propel oneself in water by natural means) [n -S] 

NEBULISE BEEILNSU to nebulize (to reduce to fine spray) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

NEBULIZE BEEILNUZ to reduce to fine spray [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

NEKTONIC CEIKNNOT NEKTON, free-swimming marine animals [adj] 

NEREIDES DEEEINRS NEREIS, marine worm [n] 

NONFLUID DFILNNOU substance that is not fluid [n -S] 

NONTIDAL ADILNNOT not tidal [adj] 

 

Liquid 8s 

O 

OCEANAUT AACENOTU aquanaut (scuba diver trained to live in underwater installations) [n -S] 

OENOLOGY EGLNOOOY study of wines [n -GIES] 

OFFSHORE EFFHOORS area of submerged land out from shore [n -S] 

OILCLOTH CHILLOOT waterproof fabric [n -S] 

OILFIELD DEFIILLO area that yields petroleum [n -S] 

OILPAPER AEILOPPR water-resistant paper [n -S] 

OILPROOF FILOOOPR impervious to oil [adj] 

OILTIGHT GHIILOTT being so tight as to prevent passage of oil [adj] 

OINOLOGY GILNOOOY oenology (study of wines) [n -GIES] 

ONRUSHES EHNORSSU ONRUSH, forward rush or flow [n] 

OOLACHAN AACHLNOO eulachon (marine food fish) [n -S] 

OOLICHAN ACHILNOO eulachon (marine food fish) [n -S] 

OSMOSING GIMNOOSS OSMOSE, to undergo osmosis [v] 

OSTRACOD ACDOORST minute freshwater crustacean [n -S] 

OUTDRINK DIKNORTU to surpass in drinking [v -RANK, -RUNK, -ING, -S] 

OUTFLOAT AFLOOTTU to float longer than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERFILL EFILLORV to fill to overflowing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERFLOW EFLOORVW to flow over top of [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

OVERMELT EELMORTV to melt too much [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERMILK EIKLMORV to milk to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERSOAK AEKOORSV to soak too much [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OXIMETER EEIMORTX instrument for measuring amount of oxygen in blood [n -S] 

 

Liquid 8s 

P 

PAPYRIAN AAINPPRY PAPYRUS, tall aquatic plant [adj] 

PAPYRINE AEINPPRY PAPYRUS, tall aquatic plant [adj] 
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PARAVANE AAAENPRV underwater device used to cut cables [n -S] 

PARVOLIN AILNOPRV oily liquid obtained from fish [n -S] 

PASTISES AEIPSSST PASTIS, French liqueur [n] 

PENSTOCK CEKNOPST conduit for conveying water to waterwheel [n -S] 

PENTANOL AELNNOPT alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

PERSPIRE EEIPPRRS to give off moisture through pores of skin [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PERSPIRY EIPPRRSY PERSPIRE, to give off moisture through pores of skin [adj] 

PHENETOL EEHLNOPT volatile liquid [n -S] 

PHERESIS EEHIPRSS withdrawal of blood from donor, removing some components, and returning remaining blood to donor [n -SES] 

PHORONID DHINOOPR wormlike marine animal [n -S] 

PHREATIC ACEHIPRT pertaining to underground waters [adj] 

PICKEREL CEEIKLPR freshwater fish [n -S] 

PILCHARD ACDHILPR small marine fish [n -S] 

PILSENER EEILNPRS pilsner (light beer) [n -S] 

PINOTAGE AEGINOPT variety of red wine grape [n -S] 

PITCHIER CEHIIPRT PITCHY, tarry (resembling tar) [adj] 

PLAISTER AEILPRST to plaster (to cover with plaster (mixture of lime, sand, and water)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLANARIA AAAILNPR aquatic flatworm [n -S] 

PLANKTIC ACIKLNPT PLANKTON, minute animal and plant life of body of water [adj] 

PLANKTON AKLNNOPT minute animal and plant life of body of water [n -S] 

PLASHIER AEHILPRS PLASHY, marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj] 

PLATYPUS ALPPSTUY aquatic mammal [n -PI, -ES] 

PLEUSTON ELNOPSTU aquatic vegetation [n -S] 

PLOTTIES EILOPSTT PLOTTY, hot, spiced beverage [n] 

PLUVIOSE EILOPSUV pluvious (pertaining to rain) [adj] 

PLUVIOUS ILOPSUUV pertaining to rain [adj] 

POACHIER ACEHIOPR POACHY, swampy (marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land))) [adj] 

POECHORE CEEHOOPR semiarid region [n -S] 

POLLIWOG GILLOOPW tadpole (aquatic larva of amphibian) [n -S] 

POLLYWOG GLLOOPWY polliwog (tadpole (aquatic larva of amphibian)) [n -S] 

POLYZOAN ALNOOPYZ bryozoan (type of small aquatic animal) [n -S] 

PONDWEED DDEENOPW aquatic plant [n -S] 

POTATION AINOOPTT act of drinking (to swallow liquid) [n -S] 

POTATORY AOOPRTTY pertaining to drinking (habit of drinking alcoholic beverages) [adj] 

POTHOUSE EHOOPSTU tavern (place where liquor is sold to be drunk on premises) [n -S] 

POURABLE ABELOPRU POUR, to cause to flow [adj] 

PROPANOL ALNOOPPR liquid alcohol used as solvent [n -S] 

PROPENOL ELNOOPPR flammable liquid [n -S] 

PROSECCO CCEOOPRS Italian sparkling wine [n -S] 

PROTEOSE EEOOPRST water-soluble protein [n -S] 

PRUNELLE EELLNPRU plum-flavored liqueur [n -S] 

PSYCHISM CHIMPSSY belief that there is fluid that animates all living beings [n -S] 

PTYALISM AILMPSTY excessive flow of saliva [n -S] 

PUBLICAN ABCILNPU one who owns or manages pub [n -S] 

PUDDLIER DDEILPRU PUDDLY, full of puddles [adj] 

PUDDLING DDGILNPU PUDDLE, to strew with puddles (small pools of water) [v] 
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PUMPABLE ABELMPPU PUMP, to cause to flow by means of pump (device for moving fluids) [adj] 

PUMPJACK ACJKMPPU pumping apparatus at oil well [n -S] 

PUMPLESS ELMPPSSU lacking pump [adj] 

PUMPLIKE EIKLMPPU resembling pump [adj] 

PURULENT ELNPRTUU secreting pus (viscous fluid formed in infected tissue) [adj] 

PYOGENIC CEGINOPY producing pus (viscous fluid formed in infected tissue) [adj] 

PYRIDINE DEIINPRY flammable liquid [n -S] 

 

Liquid 8s 

Q 

QUAFFING AFFGINQU QUAFF, to drink deeply [v] 

QUAGGIER AEGGIQRU QUAGGY, marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj] 

QUAGMIRE AEGIMQRU area of marshy ground [n -S] 

QUAGMIRY AGIMQRUY marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

QUAICHES ACEHIQSU QUAICH, small drinking vessel [n] 

QUANTING AGINNQTU QUANT, to propel through water with pole [v] 

QUENCHED CDEEHNQU QUENCH, to put out or extinguish [v] 

QUENCHER CEEHNQRU one that quenches (to put out or extinguish) [n -S] 

QUENCHES CEEHNQSU QUENCH, to put out or extinguish [v] 

 

Liquid 8s 

R 

RAINBAND AABDINNR dark band in solar spectrum [n -S] 

RAINBIRD ABDIINRR type of bird [n -S] 

RAINCOAT AACINORT waterproof coat [n -S] 

RAINDROP ADINOPRR drop of rain [n -S] 

RAINFALL AAFILLNR fall of rain [n -S] 

RAINIEST AEIINRST RAINY, marked by rain [adj] 

RAINLESS AEILNRSS having no rain [adj] 

RAINSUIT AIINRSTU waterproof jacket and pants [n -S] 

RAINWASH AAHINRSW to wash material downhill by rain [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

RAINWEAR AAEINRRW waterproof clothing [n RAINWEAR] 

RALPHING AGHILNPR RALPH, to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v] 

REABSORB ABBEORRS to absorb again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDHORSE DEEHORRS freshwater fish [n -S] 

REDIPPED DDEEIPPR REDIP, to dip (to immerse briefly) again [v] 

REDRYING DEGINRRY REDRY, to dry (having no moisture) again [v] 

REDUCTOR CDEORRTU apparatus for reduction of metallic ions in solution [n -S] 

REDUVIID DDEIIRUV bloodsucking insect [n -S] 

REDWATER ADEERRTW blood disease of cattle [n -S] 

REFECTED CDEEEFRT REFECT, to refresh with food and drink [v] 

REFLOWED DEEFLORW REFLOW, to flow again [v] 

REFLUENT EEFLNRTU flowing back [adj] 

REFLUXED DEEFLRUX REFLUX, to cause to flow back [v] 

REFLUXES EEFLRSUX REFLUX, to cause to flow back [v] 

REFREEZE EEEEFRRZ to freeze again [v -ROZE, -ROZEN, -ZING, -S] 
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REHOBOAM ABEHMOOR wine bottle [n -S] 

RELATIVE AEEILRTV one who is connected with another by blood or marriage [n -S] 

REPLUNGE EEGLNPRU to plunge again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REPOURED DEEOPRRU REPOUR, to pour again [v] 

REPUMPED DEEMPPRU REPUMP, to pump again [v] 

RESOAKED ADEEKORS RESOAK, to soak again [v] 

RESORBED BDEEORRS RESORB, to absorb again [v] 

REUPTAKE AEEKPRTU reabsorption of chemical into cell that released it [n -S] 

REWETTED DEEERTTW REWET, to wet again [v] 

RHEOLOGY EGHLOORY study of matter in fluid state [n -GIES] 

RHEOPHIL EHHILOPR living in flowing water [adj] 

RIESLING EGIILNRS white Rhine wine [n -S] 

RINSIBLE BEIILNRS RINSE, to cleanse with clear water [adj] 

RIPARIAN AAIINPRR pertaining to bank of river [adj] 

RIVERBED BDEEIRRV area covered or once covered by river [n -S] 

RIVERINE EEIINRRV pertaining to river (large, natural stream of water) [adj] 

RIVERMAN AEIMNRRV man who works on river [n -MEN] 

ROCKLING CGIKLNOR marine fish [n -S] 

ROSEFISH EFHIORSS marine food fish [n -ES] 

RUBBYDUB BBBDRUUY rubby (alcoholic given to drinking rubbing alcohol) [n -S] 

RUNNIEST EINNRSTU RUNNY, tending to drip [adj] 

 

Liquid 8s 

S 

SAILABLE AABEILLS SAIL, to move across surface of water by action of wind [adj] 

SAILFISH AFHIILSS large marine fish [n -ES] 

SALIVARY AAILRSVY SALIVA, fluid secreted by glands of mouth [adj] 

SANDFISH ADFHINSS marine fish [n -ES] 

SANDLING ADGILNNS marine fish [n -S] 

SANGAREE AAEEGNRS alcoholic beverage [n -S] 

SAPREMIA AAEIMPRS form of blood poisoning [n -S] 

SAPREMIC ACEIMPRS SAPREMIA, form of blood poisoning [adj] 

SATURANT AANRSTTU substance used to saturate (to fill completely with something that permeates) [n -S] 

SATURATE AAERSTTU to fill completely with something that permeates [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SAUTERNE AEENRSTU sweet white wine [n -S] 

SCALDING ACDGILNS SCALD, to burn with hot liquid or steam [v] 

SCHNAPPS ACHNPPSS strong liquor [n SCHNAPPS, -ES] 

SCUBAING ABCGINSU SCUBA, to swim underwater using breathing device with compressed air [v] 

SCUPPAUG ACGPPSUU scup (marine food fish) [n -S] 

SEABEACH AABCEEHS beach lying along sea [n -ES] 

SEABOARD AABDEORS seacoast (land bordering on sea) [n -S] 

SEABORNE ABEENORS carried on or over sea [adj] 

SEACOAST AACEOSST land bordering on sea [n -S] 

SEACRAFT AACEFRST skill in sea navigation [n -S] 

SEADROME ADEEMORS airport in sea [n -S] 

SEAFARER AAEEFRRS sailor (member of ship's crew) [n -S] 
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SEAFLOOR AEFLOORS bottom of sea [n -S] 

SEAFRONT AEFNORST area along edge of sea [n -S] 

SEAGOING AEGGINOS designed for use on sea [adj] 

SEAGRASS AAEGRSSS grasslike plant living in or close to sea [n -ES] 

SEAHORSE AEEHORSS fish of pipefish family [n -S] 

SEALABLE AABEELLS SEAL, to close or make secure against access, leakage, or passage [adj] 

SEALLIKE AEEIKLLS resembling seal (aquatic mammal) [adj] 

SEALSKIN AEIKLNSS skin of seal [n -S] 

SEAMANLY AAELMNSY SEAMAN, sailor (member of ship's crew) [adj] 

SEAMOUNT AEMNOSTU undersea mountain [n -S] 

SEAPIECE ACEEEIPS seascape (picture of sea) [n -S] 

SEAPLANE AAEELNPS airplane designed to take off from or land on water [n -S]\ 

SEAQUAKE AAEEKQSU undersea earthquake [n -S] 

SEAROBIN ABEINORS marine fish [n -S] 

SEASCAPE AACEEPSS picture of sea [n -S] 

SEASCOUT ACEOSSTU boy scout trained in water activities [n -S] 

SEASHELL AEEHLLSS shell of marine mollusk [n -S] 

SEASHORE AEEHORSS land bordering on sea [n -S] 

SEATRAIN AAEINRST ship equipped to carry railroad cars [n -S] 

SEATROUT AEORSTTU marine fish [n -S] 

SEAWATER AAEERSTW water from sea [n -S] 

SEAWEEDY ADEEESWY SEAWEED, plant growing in sea [adj -DIER, -DIEST] 

SECRETOR CEEORRST one that secretes (to generate and separate out from cells or bodily fluids) [n -S] 

SEDIMENT DEEIMNST to settle to bottom of liquid [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SEEPIEST EEEIPSST SEEPY, soaked or oozing with water [adj] 

SEMIARID ADEIIMRS characterized by light rainfall [adj] 

SERRANID ADEINRRS marine fish [n -S] 

SEWERAGE AEEEGRSW sewage (waste matter carried off by sewers) [n -S] 

SEXTARII AEIIRSTX ancient Roman units of liquid measure [n SEXTARII] 

SHANDIES ADEHINSS SHANDY, alcoholic drink [n] 

SHANNIES AEHINNSS SHANNY, marine fish [n] 

SHERRIES EEHIRRSS SHERRY, type of wine [n] 

SHIPPING GHIINPPS SHIP, to transport by ship (vessel suitable for navigation in deep water) [v] 

SHIRAZES AEHIRSSZ SHIRAZ, type of wine [n] 

SHOEPACK ACEHKOPS shoepac (waterproof boot) [n -S] 

SHOWERED DEEHORSW SHOWER, to bathe in spray of water [v] 

SHOWERER EEHORRSW one that showers (to bathe in spray of water) [n -S] 

SHRIMPED DEHIMPRS SHRIMP, to catch shrimps (small marine decapods) [v] 

SHVITZED DEHISTVZ SHVITZ, to sweat (to perspire (to give off moisture through pores of skin)) [v] 

SHVITZES EHISSTVZ SHVITZ, to sweat (to perspire (to give off moisture through pores of skin)) [v] 

SIPHONAL AHILNOPS of or pertaining to siphon [adj] 

SIPHONED DEHINOPS SIPHON, to draw off through siphon (type of tube) [v] 

SIPHONIC CHIINOPS siphonal (of or pertaining to siphon) [adj] 

SIPPABLE ABEILPPS capable of being sipped [adj] 

SIRENIAN AEIINNRS any of order of aquatic mammals [n -S] 

SIRUPIER EIIPRRSU SIRUPY, syrupy (resembling thick, sticky, sweet liquid) [adj] 
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SIRUPING GIINPRSU SIRUP, to syrup (to sweeten with thick sweet liquid) [v] 

SKIMMING GIIKMMNS something that is skimmed from liquid [n -S] 

SKIPJACK ACIJKKPS marine fish [n -S] 

SKOALING AGIKLNOS SKOAL, to drink to health of [v] 

SKUNKIER EIKKNRSU SKUNKY, having smell suggestive of skunk (mammal that can spray foul-smelling liquid) [adj] 

SLAKABLE AABEKLLS SLAKE, to quench (to put out or extinguish) [adj] 

SLATCHES ACEHLSST SLATCH, calm between breaking waves [n] 

SLAVERED ADEELRSV SLAVER, to drool (to drivel (to let saliva flow from mouth)) [v] 

SLAVERER AEELRRSV one that slavers (to drool (to drivel)) [n -S] 

SLEETIER EEEILRST SLEETY, resembling sleet [adj] 

SLEETING EEGILNST SLEET, to shower sleet (frozen rain) [v] 

SLIPSLOP ILLOPPSS watery food [n -S] 

SLIVOVIC CIILOSVV plum brandy [n -ES] 

SLUICING CGIILNSU SLUICE, to wash with sudden flow of water [v] 

SLURPING GILNPRSU SLURP, to eat or drink noisily [v] 

SLURRIED DEILRRSU SLURRY, to convert into type of watery mixture [v] 

SLURRIES EILRRSSU SLURRY, to convert into type of watery mixture [v] 

SLUSHIER EHILRSSU SLUSHY, resembling slush (partly melted snow) [adj] 

SLUSHIES EHILSSSU SLUSHY, confection consisting of flavored slushy ice [n] 

SLUSHILY HILLSSUY SLUSHY, resembling slush (partly melted snow) [adv] 

SLUSHING GHILNSSU SLUSH, to splash with slush (partly melted snow) [v] 

SNARFING AFGINNRS SNARF, to eat or drink greedily [v] 

SNOOTFUL FLNOOSTU enough alcoholic liquor to make one drunk [n -S] 

SNOWMELT ELMNOSTW water produced by melting of snow [n -S] 

SOAPSUDS ADOPSSSU suds (soapy water) [n -S] 

SODDENED DDDEENOS SODDEN, to make soggy [v] 

SODDENLY DDELNOSY in soggy (heavy with moisture) manner [adv] 

SOGGIEST EGGIOSST SOGGY, heavy with moisture [adj] 

SOLATING AGILNOST SOLATE, to change to fluid colloidal system [v] 

SOLATION AILNOOST act of solating (to change to fluid colloidal system) [n -S] 

SOLIQUID DIILOQSU fluid colloidal system [n -S] 

SOLUTION ILNOOSTU homogeneous liquid mixture [n -S] 

SONOBUOY BNOOOSUY buoy that detects and transmits underwater sounds [n -S] 

SOOCHONG CGHNOOOS souchong (Chinese tea) [n -S] 

SOPPIEST EIOPPSST SOPPY, very wet [adj] 

SORBABLE ABBELORS SORB, to take up and hold by absorption or adsorption [adj] 

SOTTEDLY DELOSTTY SOTTED, besotted [adv] 

SOUPIEST EIOPSSTU SOUPY, foggy (filled with fog) [adj] 

SOUPLESS ELOPSSSU having no soup (liquid food often having solid ingredients) [adj] 

SPARGING AGGINPRS SPARGE, to sprinkle (to scatter drops or particles on) [v] 

SPILLAGE AEGILLPS something that is spilled [n -S] 

SPILLING GIILLNPS SPILL, to cause to run out of container [v] 

SPILLWAY AILLPSWY channel for surplus water in reservoir [n -S] 

SPITTIER EIIPRSTT SPITTY, marked with saliva [adj] 

SPLASHED ADEHLPSS SPLASH, to scatter liquid about [v] 

SPLASHER AEHLPRSS one that splashes (to scatter liquid about) [n -S] 
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SPLASHES AEHLPSSS SPLASH, to scatter liquid about [v] 

SPLOSHED DEHLOPSS SPLOSH, to splash (to scatter liquid about) [v] 

SPLOSHES EHLOPSSS SPLOSH, to splash (to scatter liquid about) [v] 

SPLURTED DELPRSTU SPLURT, to gush forth in stream or jet [v] 

SPONGING GGINNOPS SPONGE, to wipe with sponge (mass of absorbent material) [v] 

SPOUTING GINOPSTU channel for draining off water from roof [n -S] / SPOUT, to eject in rapid stream [v] 

SPRAYING AGINPRSY SPRAY, to disperse in fine particles [v] 

SPRITZER EIPRRSTZ beverage of white wine and soda water [n -S] 

SPUMANTE AEMNPSTU Italian sparkling wine [n -S] 

SPUMIEST EIMPSSTU SPUMY, foamy (covered with foam) [adj] 

SPURTING GINPRSTU SPURT, to gush forth [v] 

SQUATTER AEQRSTTU to move through water [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SQUEEGEE EEEEGQSU to wipe with squeegee (implement for removing water from surface) [v -D, -ING, -S] 

SQUELCHY CEHLQSUY squashy (soft and moist) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SQUIDDED DDDEIQSU SQUID, to fish for squid (ten-armed marine mollusks) [v] 

SQUIFFED DEFFIQSU drunk (intoxicated) [adj] 

SQUILGEE EEGILQSU to squeegee (to wipe with squeegee (implement for removing water from surface)) [v -D, -ING, -S] 

SQUIRTED DEIQRSTU SQUIRT, to eject in thin, swift stream [v] 

SQUIRTER EIQRRSTU one that squirts (to eject in thin, swift stream) [n -S] 

SQUOOSHY HOOQSSUY squashy (soft and moist) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

STAGNANT AAGNNSTT not moving or flowing [adj] 

STANCHED ACDEHNST STANCH, to stop flow of blood from [v] 

STANCHER ACEHNRST one that stanches (to stop flow of blood from) [n -S] 

STANCHES ACEHNSST STANCH, to stop flow of blood from [v] 

STARFISH AFHIRSST star-shaped marine animal [n -ES] 

STEAMING AEGIMNST STEAM, to expose to steam (water in form of vapor) [v] 

STEEPING EEGINPST STEEP, to soak in liquid [v] 

STILLMAN AILLMNST one who operates distillery [n -MEN] 

STINGRAY AGINRSTY flat-bodied marine fish [n -S] 

STOPBANK ABKNOPST embankment along river [n -S] 

STOPCOCK CCKOOPST type of faucet (device for controlling flow of liquid from pipe) [n -S] 

STORMIER EIMORRST STORMY, storming [adj] 

STORMILY ILMORSTY STORMY, storming [adv] 

STORMING GIMNORST STORM, to blow violently [v] 

STRAINER AEINRRST utensil used to separate liquids from solids [n -S] 

STREAMED ADEEMRST STREAM, to flow in steady current [v] 

STUBBIES BBEISSTU STUBBY, short squat bottle of beer [n] 

STUDFISH DFHISSTU freshwater fish [n -ES] 

STUMMING GIMMNSTU STUM, to increase fermentation of by adding grape juice [v] 

SUBBASIN ABBINSSU section of area drained by river [n -S] 

SUBFLUID BDFILSUU somewhat fluid [adj] 

SUBMERGE BEEGMRSU to place below surface of liquid [v -D, -GING, -S] 

SUBMERSE BEEMRSSU to submerge (to place below surface of liquid) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SUBOCEAN ABCENOSU existing below floor of ocean [adj] 

SUCKFISH CFHIKSSU remora (type of marine fish) [n -ES] 

SUCKLESS CEKLSSSU having no juice [adj] 
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SUCKLING CGIKLNSU unweaned mammal [n -S] / SUCKLE, to give milk to from breast [v] 

SURFFISH FFHIRSSU marine fish [n -S] 

SURFIEST EFIRSSTU SURFY, abounding in breaking waves [adj] 

SURFLIKE EFIKLRSU resembling breaking waves [adj] 

SURFSIDE DEFIRSSU situated near seashore [adj] 

SWAMPIER AEIMPRSW SWAMPY, marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj] 

SWAMPING AGIMNPSW SWAMP, to inundate (to overwhelm with water) [v] 

SWAMPISH AHIMPSSW swampy (marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land))) [adj] 

SWANHERD ADEHNRSW one who tends swans (large aquatic birds) [n -S] 

SWEATING AEGINSTW SWEAT, to perspire (to give off moisture through pores of skin) [v] 

SWIGGING GGGIINSW SWIG, to drink deeply or rapidly [v] 

SWILLING GIILLNSW SWILL, to swig (to drink deeply or rapidly) [v] 

SWIMMING GIIMMNSW SWIM, to propel oneself in water by natural means [v] 

SWITCHEL CEHILSTW drink made with water, molasses, and vinegar and often ginger [n -S] 

SWIZZLER EILRSWZZ one that swizzles (to drink excessively) [n -S] 

SYNOVIAL AILNOSVY SYNOVIA, lubricating fluid secreted by certain membranes [adj] 

SYRUPIER EIPRRSUY SYRUPY, resembling thick, sticky, sweet liquid [adj] 

SYRUPING GINPRSUY SYRUP, to sweeten with thick sweet liquid [v] 

 

Liquid 8s 

T 

TANKSHIP AHIKNPST tanker (ship designed to transport liquids) [n -S] 

TANTALUS AALNSTTU case for wine bottles [n -ES] 

TAPHOUSE AEHOPSTU tavern (place where liquor is sold to be drunk on premises) [n -S] 

TAVERNER AEENRRTV one that runs tavern [n -S] 

TEARABLE AABEELRT TEAR, to emit tears (drops of saline liquid secreted by gland of eye) [adj] 

TEARDROP ADEOPRRT tear [n -S] 

TEARLESS AEELRSST being without tears [adj] 

TEARLIKE AEEIKLRT resembling tear [adj] 

TEASPOON AENOOPST small spoon [n -S] 

TEETOTAL AEELOTTT to abstain completely from alcoholic beverages [v -ED, -ING, -S, -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

TERPINOL EILNOPRT fragrant liquid [n -S] 

THAWLESS AEHLSSTW never thawing [adj] 

THIAZIDE ADEHIITZ drug used to treat high blood pressure [n -S] 

THIRSTED DEHIRSTT THIRST, to feel desire or need to drink [v] 

THIRSTER EHIRRSTT one that thirsts (to feel desire or need to drink) [n -S] 

THROMBUS BHMORSTU clot occluding blood vessel [n -BI] 

TIDDLIER DDEIILRT TIDDLY, slightly drunk [adj] 

TIDELAND ADDEILNT land alternately covered and uncovered by tide [n -S] 

TIDELESS DEEILSST lacking tide [adj] 

TIDELIKE DEEIIKLT resembling tide [adj] 

TIDELINE DEEIILNT line on shore marking highest point of tide [n -S] 

TIDEMARK ADEIKMRT mark showing highest or lowest point of tide [n -S] 

TILEFISH EFHIILST marine food fish [n -S] 

TINPLATE AEILNPTT to coat object with tin [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TIPPLING GIILNPPT TIPPLE, to drink alcoholic beverages [v] 
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TIPSIEST EIIPSSTT TIPSY, slightly drunk [adj] 

TITRATOR AIORRTTT one that titrates (to determine strength of solution by adding reagent until desired reaction occurs) [n -S] 

TOADFISH ADFHIOST marine fish [n -ES] 

TOMENTUM EMMNOTTU network of small blood vessels [n -TA] 

TOMMYCOD CDMMOOTY tomcod (marine fish) [n -S] 

TOPWATER AEOPRTTW floating on or near top of water [adj] 

TOWELING EGILNOTW TOWEL, to wipe with towel (absorbent cloth) [v] 

TOWELLED DEELLOTW TOWEL, to wipe with towel (absorbent cloth) [v] 

TOXAEMIA AAEIMOTX toxemia (condition of having toxins in blood) [n --S] 

TOXAEMIC ACEIMOTX TOXAEMIA, toxemia (condition of having toxins in blood) [adj] 

TRAUCHLE ACEHLRTU to trachle (to draggle (to make wet and dirty)) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TSUNAMIC ACIMNSTU TSUNAMI, very large ocean wave [adj] 

TUBEWELL BEELLTUW water well in which long steel tube is bored into underground aquifer [n -S] 

TUBEWORM BEMORTUW marine worm that builds and lives in tube [n -S] 

TULLIBEE BEEILLTU freshwater fish [n -S] 

TUNICATE ACEINTTU small marine animal [n -S] 

TURNCOCK CCKNORTU employee who turns water on or off at main [n -S] 

TWANKIES AEIKNSTW TWANKY, variety of green tea [n] 

TYPHONIC CHINOPTY TYPHOON, tropical hurricane [adj] 

 

Liquid 8s 

U 

UDOMETER DEEMORTU rain gauge [n -S] 

UDOMETRY DEMORTUY measurement of rain [n -RIES] 

UNBATHED ABDEHNTU not bathed (to wash (to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid)) [adj] 

UNBLOODY BDLNOOUY not bloody (stained with blood) [adj] 

UNBOILED BDEILNOU not boiled (to vaporize liquid) [adj] 

UNBOTTLE BELNOTTU to release from or as if from bottle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNCASKED ACDEKNSU not casked (to store in cask (strong barrel)) [adj] 

UNCLOUDY CDLNOUUY not cloudy (overcast with clouds) [adj] 

UNCORKED CDEKNORU UNCORK, to draw cork [v] 

UNDERSET DEENRSTU current below surface of ocean [n -S] / [v UNDERSET, -TTING, -S] 

UNDERTOW DENORTUW seaward pull of receding waves breaking on shore [n -S] 

UNFISHED DEFHINSU not fished (to catch or try to catch fish (cold-blooded aquatic vertebrates)) [adj] 

UNFREEZE EEEFNRUZ to cause to thaw [v -ROZE, -ROZEN, -ING, -S] 

UNIMBUED BDEIMNUU not imbued (to make thoroughly wet) [adj] 

UNMATTED ADEMNTTU not matted (to pack down into dense mass) [adj] 

UNMELTED DEELMNTU not melted (to change from solid to liquid state by heat) [adj] 

UNMOLTEN ELMNNOTU not molten (made liquid by heat) [adj] 

UNRINSED DEINNRSU not rinsed (to cleanse with clear water) [adj] 

UNSLAKED ADEKLNSU not slaked (to quench (to put out or extinguish)) [adj] 

UNSOAKED ADEKNOSU not soaked (to wet something thoroughly) [adj] 

UNTHAWED ADEHNTUW UNTHAW, to thaw (to melt (to change from solid to liquid state by heat)) [v] 

UNVEINED DEEINNUV not veined (to fill with veins (tubular blood vessels)) [adj] 

UNWEANED ADEENNUW WEAN, to withhold mother's milk from and substitute other nourishment [adj] 

UNWETTED DEENTTUW not wetted (to make wet) [adj] 
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UPDOMING DGIMNOPU upward deformation of rock mass into a dome shape [n -S] 

UPFLOWED DEFLOPUW UPFLOW, to flow up [v] 

UPSTREAM AEMPRSTU toward source of stream [adv] 

URINATOR AINORRTU one that urinates (to discharge urine) [n -S] 

URINEMIA AEIIMNRU uremia (abnormal condition of blood) [n -S] 

URINEMIC CEIIMNRU URINEMIA, uremia (abnormal condition of blood) [adj] 

UROLOGIC CGILOORU UROLOGY, branch of medicine dealing with urinary tract [adj] 

URUSHIOL HILORSUU toxic liquid [n -S] 

USQUABAE AABEQSUU usquebae (whiskey (liquor)) [n -S] 

 

Liquid 8s 

V 

VAMPIRIC ACIIMPRV VAMPIRE, reanimated corpse believed to feed on sleeping persons' blood [adj] 

VAPORING AGINOPRV VAPOR, to emit vapor (visible floating moisture) [v] 

VAPOURED ADEOPRUV VAPOUR, to vapor (to emit vapor (visible floating moisture)) [v] 

VAPOURER AEOPRRUV vaporer (one that vapors (to emit vapor (visible floating moisture))) [n -S] 

VARIETAL AAEILRTV wine designated by variety of grape [n -S] 

VASCULAR AACLRSUV pertaining to ducts that convey body fluids [adj] 

VERJUICE CEEIJRUV juice of sour or unripe fruit [n -S] 

VERJUSES EEJRSSUV VERJUS, verjuice (juice of sour or unripe fruit) [n] 

VERMOUTH EHMORTUV liqueur [n -S] 

VESSELED DEEELSSV VESSEL, craft for traveling on water [adj] 

VIALLING AGIILLNV VIAL, to put in vial (small container for liquids) [v] 

VIGNERON EGINNORV winegrower [n -S] 

VINEGARY AEGINRVY VINEGAR, sour liquid used as condiment or preservative [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

VINIFIED DEFIIINV VINIFY, to convert into wine by fermentation [v] 

VINIFIES EFIIINSV VINIFY, to convert into wine by fermentation [v] 

VINOSITY IINOSTVY character of wine [n -TIES] 

VINOUSLY ILNOSUVY VINOUS, pertaining to wine [adv] 

VIRAEMIA AAEIIMRV viremia (presence of virus in blood) [n -S] 

VIRAEMIC ACEIIMRV VIRAEMIA, viremia (presence of virus in blood) [adj] 

VOLVOXES ELOOSVVX VOLVOX, any of genus of freshwater protozoa [n] 

VORTEXES EEORSTVX VORTEX, whirling mass of fluid [n] 

VORTICAL ACILORTV VORTEX, whirling mass of fluid [adj] 

VORTICES CEIORSTV VORTEX, whirling mass of fluid [n] 

 

Liquid 8s 

W 

WALRUSES AELRSSUW WALRUS, marine mammal [n] 

WARMOUTH AHMORTUW freshwater fish [n -S] 

WASHIEST AEHISSTW WASHY, overly diluted [adj] 

WASTEWAY AAESTWWY channel for excess water [n -S] 

WATERAGE AAEEGRTW conveyance of goods by water [n -S] 

WATERBED ABDEERTW bed whose mattress is plastic bag filled with water [n -S] 

WATERBUS ABERSTUW large motorboat for carrying passengers [n -ES, -SSES] 

WATERDOG ADEGORTW large salamander [n -S] 
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WATERHEN AEEHNRTW American coot [n -S] 

WATERIER AEEIRRTW WATERY, containing water [adj] 

WATERILY AEILRTWY in watery (containing water) manner [adv] 

WATERING AEGINRTW act of one that waters [n -S] / WATER, to sprinkle with water (transparent, odorless, tasteless liquid) [v] 

WATERISH AEHIRSTW watery (containing water) [adj] 

WATERJET AEEJRTTW stream of water forced through small opening [n -S] 

WATERLOG AEGLORTW to soak with water [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

WATERMAN AAEMNRTW boatman (one who works on boats) [n -MEN] 

WATERSKI AEIKRSTW ski for skiing on water [n -S] 

WATERWAY AAERTWWY navigable body of water [n -S] 

WAUCHTED ACDEHTUW WAUCHT, to waught (to drink deeply) [v] 

WAUGHTED ADEGHTUW WAUGHT, to drink deeply [v] 

WAVELESS AEELSSVW having no waves (moving ridges on surface of liquid) [adj] 

WAVELIKE AEEIKLVW resembling wave [adj] 

WAVINESS AEINSSVW state of being wavy (having waves) [n -ES] 

WEAKFISH AEFHIKSW marine fish [n -ES] 

WELLCURB BCELLRUW stone ring around well (hole dug in ground to obtain water) [n -S] 

WELLHEAD ADEEHLLW source of spring or stream [n -S] 

WETPROOF EFOOPRTW waterproof [adj] 

WETTABLE ABEELTTW capable of being wetted [adj] 

WHELMING EGHILMNW WHELM, to cover with water [v] 

WHEYLIKE EEHIKLWY resembling whey (watery part of milk) [adj] 

WHITECAP ACEHIPTW wave with crest of foam [n -S] 

WINELESS EEILNSSW having no wine [adj] 

WINELESS EEILNSSW having no wine [adj] 

WINERIES EEIINRSW WINERY, establishment for making wine [n] 

WINESHOP EHINOPSW shop where wine is sold [n -S] 

WINESKIN EIIKNNSW goatskin bag for holding wine [n -S] 

WOLFFISH FFHILOSW marine fish [n -S] 

 

Liquid 8s 

X 

XANTHEIN AEHINNTX water-soluble part of coloring matter in yellow flowers [n -S] 

 

Liquid 8s 

Y 

YEASTING AEGINSTY YEAST, to foam (to form foam (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass)) [v] 

 

Liquid 8s 

Z 

ZOOECIUM CEIMOOUZ sac secreted and lived in by aquatic organism [n -IA] 


	ALLUVIAL AAILLLUV soil composed of alluvium (detrital material deposited by running water) [n -S]
	ARTESIAN AAEINRST pertaining to type of well [adj]
	BLOODILY BDILLOOY in bloody (stained with blood) manner [adv]
	BROOKLET BEKLOORT small brook or creek [n -S]
	CHOPPILY CHILOPPY CHOPPY, full of short, rough waves [adv]
	CHRESARD ACDEHRRS available water of soil [n -S]
	DRAFFIER ADEFFIRR DRAFFY, damp remains of malt after brewing [adj]
	DRIFTAGE ADEFGIRT act of drifting (to move along in current) [n -S]
	DRIFTING DFGIINRT DRIFT, to move along in current [v]
	EMBAYING ABEGIMNY EMBAY, to enclose in bay [v]
	ENDOSMOS DEMNOOSS form of osmosis (form of diffusion of liquid through membrane) [n -ES]
	FLOCCING CCFGILNO FLOC, to aggregate into floccules (tuft-like mass) [v]
	FROTHILY FHILORTY FROTHY, foamy (covered with foam) [adv]
	FROZENLY EFLNORYZ FROZEN, very cold [adv]
	HEADPOND ADDEHNOP pond created behind dam [n -S]
	LAKEFILL AEFIKLLL area of land built by filling lake [n -S]
	LAKEHEAD AADEEHKL shore of lake farthest from outlet [n -S]
	LAKELAND AADEKLLN area with many lakes [n -S]
	LAKEPORT AEKLOPRT city located on shore of lake [n -S]
	LAKESIDE ADEEIKLS land along edge of lake [n -S]
	MIRINESS EIIMNRSS state of being miry (swampy (marshy (resembling marsh))) [n -ES]
	MOORLAND ADLMNOOR tract of marshy land [n -S]
	NONTIDAL ADILNNOT not tidal [adj]
	RIVERBED BDEEIRRV area covered or once covered by river [n -S]
	SEAWEEDY ADEEESWY SEAWEED, plant growing in sea [adj -DIER, -DIEST]
	SLUSHILY HILLSSUY SLUSHY, resembling slush (partly melted snow) [adv]
	SOTTEDLY DELOSTTY SOTTED, besotted [adv]
	SUBBASIN ABBINSSU section of area drained by river [n -S]
	SUBOCEAN ABCENOSU existing below floor of ocean [adj]
	TIDELAND ADDEILNT land alternately covered and uncovered by tide [n -S]
	TIDELESS DEEILSST lacking tide [adj]
	TIDELIKE DEEIIKLT resembling tide [adj]
	TIDELINE DEEIILNT line on shore marking highest point of tide [n -S]
	TIDEMARK ADEIKMRT mark showing highest or lowest point of tide [n -S]
	TSUNAMIC ACIMNSTU TSUNAMI, very large ocean wave [adj]
	UNDERTOW DENORTUW seaward pull of receding waves breaking on shore [n -S]
	UPSTREAM AEMPRSTU toward source of stream [adv]
	VINOUSLY ILNOSUVY VINOUS, pertaining to wine [adv]
	WELLHEAD ADEEHLLW source of spring or stream [n -S]

